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Abstract

Many animals can be trained to perform novel tasks. People, too, can be trained, but sometime in early childhood people transition from being trainable to something qualitatively more powerful—but being programmable. We argue that such programmability constitutes a leap in the way that organisms learn, interact, and transmit knowledge, and that what facilitates or enables this programmability is the learning and use of language. We then examine how language programs the mind and argue that it does so through the manipulation of embodied, sensorimotor representations. The role language plays in controlling mental representations offers important insights for understanding its origin and evolution.
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1. People are programmable

In Surat Thani, a province in Southern Thailand, there is a school where pigtail macaques are trained to gather coconuts. The monkeys clamber up palms rising up to 80 feet, and detach the ripe coconuts by spinning them off their stalks. Those who complete 3–6 months of elementary training can proceed to “secondary school” and “college,” where they are trained by experienced human trainers to use more advanced gathering techniques. A successful graduate can gather up to 1,500 coconuts a day. But the process by which the monkeys reach this impressive state is arduous. First, they have to be coaxed to simply touch a coconut, then gradually to start spinning it. Each behavior is shaped by rewards, bit by torturous bit, until the desired task-set is reached months later. Similarly laborious processes are necessary in training animals to perform far simpler tasks,
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whether teaching a pet dog to sit on command or a laboratory animal to press a button when it sees a circle (Harlow, 1959).

Like other animals, humans can be trained. But around the age of 2, humans transition from being merely trainable to something qualitatively more powerful—being programmable. We can sculpt the minds of others into arbitrary configurations through a set of instructions, without having to go through laborious trial-and-error learning. We can cause someone to imagine something, to recall a memory, to do (or not do) something. We can also turn these instructions inwards and use them to control our own minds (Rumelhart, Smolensky, McClelland, & Hinton, 1986; Vygotsky, 1962). Many animals can be trained to press a button any time they see a circle. Humans can simply be told to do it, the instruction bypassing the need for slow, incremental adjustments made by trial-and-error learning, and instead—in an instant—reprogramming the listener’s mind into a task-relevant state.

We argue that the capacity for programming constitutes a leap in the way that organisms learn, interact, and transmit knowledge, and that language is a key player in the emergence of this capacity. The capacity for language that has emerged in the human lineage can be understood as a powerful system for flexibly shaping learning and behavior in adaptive ways (Hays, 2000) both across and within generations of learners.

Language affects programmability on two timescales. At the longer timescale, learning language qualitatively alters the learners’ conceptual space and helps to align the conceptual repertoires of speakers within a speech community. At the shorter timescale, language augments categorization, highlighting task-relevant dimensions (in effect, collapsing analogue high-dimensional mental spaces to lower-dimensional, more discretized ones) (Lupyan, 2012).

We first describe some functions that programmability serves in human cognition, and point to the crucial involvement of language in each. We next examine how language programs the mind and argue that it does so through the manipulation of embodied, sensorimotor representations. Language acts directly on mental states (Elman, 2009). We then examine what design features of words—a key component of language—make them especially well suited to programming the mind. Finally, we relate this framing to the question of language evolution, and suggest that programming minds may have served as a major pressure in the emergence of language.

2. Four examples of programmability, and the role of language in each

2.1. Teaching

A student monkey’s coconut-gathering behavior is shaped bit by bit because there is no alternative; no shortcut. In contrast, humans can be told about the goal in seconds. They might not be particularly good at accomplishing the goal at first and they will never be as adept as the monkeys at climbing trees, but they will know from the very start what is being demanded of them. Communicating the goal state—perhaps the most laborious
part of training the macaques—can be accomplished almost instantaneously in the case of humans. One does not have to look far to find other examples (adaptive even in the strictest Darwinian sense). Consider the simple routine of looking both ways when crossing a busy street—a domain ill suited to trial-and-error learning. Developing this routine as an automatic habitual behavior takes practice—a kind of training which can take a long time. But in humans, getting the behavior off the ground and establishing the objective can be programmed with a few simple words (“Look both ways before crossing the street”).

Either of these behaviors—collecting coconuts or crossing streets—could in principle be learned through imitation or non-verbal tutoring. In actual practice though, they are often learned through instruction in the form of verbal directives. In part, this is because there are things linguistic instruction can do that imitation cannot. Even in learning nuanced sensorimotor tasks like playing the violin or learning to fly a plane, we can (and do) use language to guide the learning process, to “tame the path-dependence” (Clark, 1998), choosing to present one set of examples or experiences to the learner over another, and to nudge the student’s actions, often with verbal commands (“do that once more,” “no, not quite so hard,” “look at what I am doing right now”). Verbal instruction is a particularly effective method of eliminating sources of error (Harlow, 1959)—a primary cause of the difficulty of training non-human animals.

Verbal instructions can also be turned inward, guiding one’s own behavior—an idea most closely associated with Vygotsky (1962)—but one that has since received support using more rigorous testing methodologies. For example, labeling one’s actions supports the integration of event representations (Karbach, Kray, & Hommel, 2011), overt self-directed speech can improve performance on such tasks as visual search by helping to activate visual properties of the targets (Lupyan & Swingley, 2012). Conversely, interfering with (covert) verbalization impairs the ability to flexibly switch from one task to another (Baddeley, Chincotta, & Adlam, 2001; Emerson & Miyake, 2003), hinting that normal task-switching performance is aided by such self-directed, covert instruction.

2.2. Category learning and category alignment

Communicating, teaching, and coordinating action is easier when members of a community operate in a shared conceptual space. So, in instructing a child to look both ways, it helps to have shared concepts of the directional terms left and right. Where do these shared concepts come from? Certainly, one source is the common evolutionary history of humans that gave rise to similar bodies and similar sensory-motor capacities. However, we argue, following Whorf (1956; see also Cassirer, 1962), that our shared biology and environment drastically under-determine the possible concepts humans may end up with (see Malt et al., 2015 for recent discussion). A common language helps to create a shared conceptual space, which is critical for programmability (and interoperability). How? A minimum in learning many of the same words speakers of a given language are all guided to become practiced in making the same categorical distinctions (Levinson, 1997). This idea that language helps to create and align concepts conflicts with the still-popular idea that
words simply map onto a pre-existing conceptual space (Bloom, 2001; Li & Gleitman, 2002; Snedeker & Gleitman, 2004) according to which language is simply a tool for communicating our universally shared ideas. But mounting evidence has made this position a difficult one to sustain (see also Gomila, 2011; Lupyan, 2012 for discussion).

It is easiest to see how language can drive conceptual development in cases where individuals have access to language but lack access to its referents. Consider color concepts in people who are congenitally blind. Although they lack sensory experience with color altogether, such individuals still develop a color vocabulary and reveal a semantic color similarity space very close to that of sighted people (Marmor, 1978). For instance, a blind person can report that the sky is typically blue and that purple is more similar to blue than to green. This is only possible because blind people, like sighted people, are exposed to statistical regularities through the use of color words produced by their language community. The concept of blue that a blind person has is certainly different from the concept of a sighted person, but without language the blind person would lack all knowledge of color altogether!

This argument is not simply rhetorical. Growing evidence suggests that labels (category names) play a causal role in category learning in children (e.g., Casasola, 2005; Nazzi & Gopnik, 2001; Plunkett, Hu, & Cohen, 2008; Waxman & Markow, 1995; Althaus & Mareschal, 2014; but see Robinson, Best, Deng, & Sloutsky, 2012) as well as adults (Lupyan & Casasanto, 2014; Lupyan & Mirman, 2013; Lupyan, Rakison, & McClelland, 2007). The case for the influence of language on concept learning is stronger still for concepts whose members do not cohere on any perceptual features, such as the concept of exactly eighteen (Frank, Everett, Fedorenko, & Gibson, 2008; Gordon, 2004). Thus, words not only carve nature at its joints, but they help to carve joints in nature, reifying conceptual distinctions.

The impact of language on the construction of aligned conceptual categories happens on two timescales. First, in the course of learning the words of their language, individuals are led to learn a set of concepts and align those concepts to a much greater degree than they would otherwise. Subsequently, language use allows people to program one another (as well as to program themselves). Learning a word—which is often a protracted, procedural process (but see McMurray, Horst, & Samuelson, 2012 for a fuller account)—involves learning to instantaneously activate those representations using words as cues. To take one example, learning color names involves partitioning the color space into nameable regions—often a slow process (Wagner, Dobkins, & Barner, 2013). But once learned, a color term can rapidly instantiate a categorical color representation allowing one person to tell another to look for red berries, not the blue ones—instantly focusing one’s attention on the dimension of interest. The next two sections develop this idea further.

2.3. Learning and using abstract concepts

William James wrote that the power to evaluate sameness “is the very keel and backbone of our thinking” (James, 1890, p. 459). Sameness matters because while no two entities or experiences are ever exactly the same, we must nevertheless treat them as the
same lest we suffer the same fate as Borges’s *Funes* who, perceiving each event as a distinct entity, was “disturbed that a dog at three-fourteen (seen in profile) should have the same name as the dog at three-fifteen (seen from the front)” (Borges, 1942/1999, p. 136). Without the ability to evaluate sameness, there are no categories (indeed, one can think of categorization as the representation of sameness in the given context (Harnad, 2005; Lupyan, Mirman, Hamilton, & Thompson-Schill, 2012).

We do not need language for learning to categorize two views of a dog as both being of a dog (though see Collins & Curby, 2013), but language nevertheless plays an important and sometimes critical role in learning to selectively represent items in a way that promotes their categorization (Lupyan, 2009; Lupyan & Mirman, 2013; Lupyan & Spivey, 2010). Consider the category of the sameness relation itself. You are shown two pictures. If they are the same, press button A. If they are different in some way, press button B. A categorization task like this involves abstracting over everything except the relation between the two items. This kind of task is trivially simple for adult humans who are appropriately instructed (Farell, 1985). One might be tempted to conclude that people have a special knack for discovering abstract relations (Penn, Holyoak, & Povinelli, 2008) or come innately equipped with concepts like “same” and “different” (Mandler, 2004). But it turns out that this task becomes considerably more difficult when the benefit of being programmed with the words “same” and “different” is withheld. When otherwise competent adults are left to the vicissitudes of trial and error learning, the task suddenly becomes challenging to the point where many adults fail to infer these suddenly not-so-basic relations (Castro & Wasserman, 2013; Young & Wasserman, 2001). Young children are also frequently flummoxed (Addyman & Mareschal, 2010; but see Walker & Gopnik, 2014 for successful reasoning about relational categories by young children in a very different task). Although both children and non-human animals can rely on perceptual cues to use the amount of visual disorder (entropy) as a measure of difference, apparently only older children and adults are able to transcend this dependence on perceptual cues, successfully generalizing the relation to two-item same/different displays.⁵

On the account proposed here, language plays a role in learning the same/different relation in the following way. First, learning words like “same” and “different” *necessitates* learning the appropriate concepts. Although humans and perhaps some other animals are capable of learning to categorize using the same/different relation, the active use of the words *same* and *different* provides language-learners with the structured experience that ensures the learning takes place. We do not claim that it is impossible to learn such relations without the accompanying words. Rather, the guidance provided by word-learning ensures that certain learning episodes take place. Episodes that might not occur in the absence of the linguistic guidance (Ozçalişkan, Goldin-Meadow, Gentner, & Mylander, 2009 for related discussion). This first phase of programmability lays down the procedures that facilitate or enable participants to posit and test hypotheses such as “Is this about the two pictures being the same or not?” But judging by the variability which even linguistically competent adults show on the task in the absence of explicit instruction, many people either do not posit, or do not successfully test this hypothesis. The second part of our language-based programmability perspective is that words are used to program the mind
on-line: rapidly and reliably configuring the appropriate task-set (i.e., collapsing the hypothesis space) and categorizing the inputs into the appropriate relational categories.

2.4. **Invoking the familiar, the new, and the hypothetical**

We now know that imagination shares much with perception; *imagining* a red circle is similar in many respects to the mechanisms that underlie *seeing* a red circle (Kosslyn, Ganis, & Thompson, 2001). Activation of visual representations in perception requires the appropriate visual input. Activation of the (largely overlapping) representations in imagery requires a cue that can invoke this visual representation in the absence of the visual input. Where do these cues come from? We can construct an environment in which certain perceptual experiences (e.g., shapes) become associated with certain other perceptual experiences (e.g., certain sounds). The sound can then cue perceptual representations of the associated shape. An animal trained in this way can be cued to “visualize” a certain shape by being presented with the appropriate sound. Scale this up and one begins to see the basic outlines of language. We are not advocating a return to the Skinnerian idea of language-learning as a form of conditioning. We are simply pointing out that in its stripped-down, basic form, learning a language provides users with a very large set of mutually comprehensible cues that can be used to control, to “sculpt” mental representations including low-level perceptual ones (Deak, 2003; Hays, 2000; Lupyan & Ward, 2013).

As remarkable as it is that we can invoke a perceptual representation in someone simply by uttering a few sounds, it is even more remarkable is that we can cue (read: program) people to construct entirely novel representations simply by verbalizing an instruction. We can, for example, ask someone to “Draw a person”—an instruction that presumably activates some visual representation of a goal state and a sequence of motor movements to help achieve that goal state. But we can also ask someone to “Draw a person that does not exist” (Karmiloff-Smith, 1990). Children younger than 5 years struggle with the latter task, tending to exaggerate elements within the familiar schema. Older children are able to incorporate additional elements (an extra head, wings). Further empirical work is needed to know whether this ability to improvise on familiar schemas, to go beyond the real, is aided by linguistic control.

3. **Language programs the mind by interfacing with grounded mental states**

In the previous section, we outlined some ways in which language is implicated in programming the mind. We now consider two broad possibilities for how this is accomplished. The first is that the mind has an inventory of amodal and abstract concepts derived from evolution and experience (Mentalese; a “language of thought”). On this view, natural language can push these representations around, but the representations that constitute knowledge reside in a separate store to which language does not productively contribute (Bloom & Keil, 2001; Fodor, 2010). On the second view, learning and using
language directly modulates the very same mental states that constitute perception and action (e.g., Elman, 2009; Lupyan, 2012). On this view, there is no need for a language of thought. It is not that we think “in” language. Rather, language directly interfaces with the mental representations that are used in perception and action, helping to form the (approximately) compositional, abstract representations that thinkers like Fodor take as a priori. We believe the empirical evidence supports this second view.

In the last several decades there has accumulated a substantial body of research, often subsumed under the label “embodied” or “grounded” cognition. One of the central claims of the linguistic branch of this research program is that word meanings are grounded in sensorimotor experiences. Producing and comprehending language involves automatic engagement of neural systems that reflect the perceptual, motor, and affective features of the content of the language (see Bergen, 2012, for review). These effects are variably called perceptuomotor traces (Zwaan, Madden, Yaxley, & Aveyard, 2004), simulations (Barsalou, 1999), or resonances (Taylor & Zwaan, 2008). But the recurring empirical result is that understanding a word involves, to varying extent, representing the real-world referents of that word (Evans, 2009; Kiefer & Pulvermüller, 2012). For example, comprehending a word like “eagle” activates visual circuits that capture the implied shape (Zwaan, Stanfield, & Yaxley, 2002), canonical location (Estes, Verges, & Barsalou, 2008), and other visual properties of the object, as well as auditory information about its canonical sound (Winter & Bergen, 2012). Words denoting actions like stumble engage motor, haptic, and affective circuits (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002).

A reasonable question often raised about these findings is whether the motor, perceptual, and affective representations activated by words is epiphenomenal—perhaps words tend to activate these representations downstream but word meanings involve a totally distinct set of mechanisms (Mahon & Caramazza, 2008). However, there is now extensive evidence that not only are perceptual, motor, and affective systems activated during meaning construction, but that this activity plays a functional role in comprehension. We know this in part from findings that perceptual and motor information comes online very early—as quickly as 100 ms from word onset (Amsel, Urbach, & Kutas, 2014; Pulvermüller, Shtyrov, & Hauk, 2009). The causal function of these activations is further supported by studies showing that disrupting perceptual or motor resources decreases comprehension speed (Glenberg et al., 2010; Pulvermüller, Shtyrov, & Ilmoniemi, 2005) and accuracy (Yee, Chrysikou, Hoffman, & Thompson-Schill, 2013) of words whose meanings involve those specific percepts or actions.

Critically, as hinted at in Section 2 and elaborated below, language does not simply activate prior sensorimotor experiences. Rather, it allows the creation of new task-relevant representations (see also Deak, 2003). So, imagine that you and a friend are looking for “Bill” in a crowd. “There he is!” your friend says. “I don’t see him” you respond. “He is wearing a red hat.” Looking for Bill initiates a search process that tunes the visual system to faces that comport with what you know about Bill’s appearance. The instruction that he is wearing a red hat dynamically retunes those features, further restricting the search. Indeed, simply hearing a word (over and above knowing what to search for) has been shown to improve visual search (Lupyan, 2008b; Lupyan & Spivey, 2010).
4. Are words special?

Are words like any other cue in our environment? And if not, what makes them different? One way to begin answering this question is by comparing how words and other signals inform us about the current state of the world. What is the difference between some information being conveyed through language and information conveyed in other ways?

The question of how verbal and non-verbal cues differentially activate knowledge was addressed, albeit in a basic way, by Lupyan and Thompson-Schill (2012), who found that hearing words such as “dog” led to consistently faster recognition of subsequently presented pictures of the cued objects than was possible after hearing equally familiar non-verbal cues such as a dog bark. This “label-advantage” persisted for new categories of “alien musical instruments” for which participants learned to criterion either names or corresponding sounds—evidence that the advantage did not arise from the non-verbal cues being less familiar or inherently more difficult to process. Labels were not simply more effective at activating conceptual representations, but the representations activated by labels were systematically different from those activated by non-verbal sounds. Specifically, labels appeared to preferentially activate the most diagnostic features of the cued category as inferred by analyzing response patterns for different category exemplars. Thus, hearing “dog” appeared to selectively activate the features most central to recognizing dogs. As subsequent studies made clear (Edmiston & Lupyan, 2015), whereas non-verbal cues such as dog barks activated representations of specific dogs (and at specific times), while verbal labels appeared to activate more abstracted/prototypical representations. In short, labels, being categorical cues, are uniquely well-suited to activate categorical mental states.

There might appear to be an inconsistency in the idea that words both activate modal mental representations that are at the same time categorical. This apparent paradox can be clarified by work on canonical views of objects. Words activate perceptual representations of objects from particularly frequent (Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992; Tarr, 1995; Tarr & Pinker, 1989) or informative perspectives (Cutzu & Edelman, 1994). Similarly, in the absence of contextual information to override it, people tend to generate visual representations (or simulations), from words that correspond to prototypical cases. These language-driven simulations can be thought of as schemas in that some degree of perceptual detail appears to be engaged (including shape, size, orientation, distance, and perhaps color), but finer details are typically not (Holmes & Wolff, 2013; see Bergen, 2012 for review). Thus, words activate internal states that are both prototypical and modally encoded.

The idea that language helps to move us from the particular to the categorical and abstract can be further elucidated with following example adapted from the philosopher Ruth Millikan:

There are many ways to recognize, say, rain. There is a way that rain feels when it falls on you, and a way that it looks through the window. There is a way that it sounds
falling on the rooftop, “retetetetetet,” and a way that it sounds falling on the ground, “shshshshsh.” And falling on English speakers, here is another way it can sound: “Hey, guys, it is raining!” (Millikan, 1998, p. 64)

Millikan’s insight is that language offers an additional way for the listener to identify the referent (in her words, “Recognizing a linguistic reference to a substance is just another way of re-identifying the substance itself.” Millikan, 1998, p. 64). But although there is, on our account, an overlap in the representations that are activated by the words and the perceptual experience, any experience of actual rain is an experience of a particular instance of rain. We can, of course, use language to be quite precise in specifying the kind of rain we mean. But we can also abstract away from almost all perceptual details and instantiate the kind of abstract rain that we can never experience directly: “Hey guys, it is raining.” Linguistic cues can thus abstract in a way that perceptual cues cannot. Language speaks in categories while perception speaks in particulars.

How does language come to have this property? Let us use the category of chairs as an example. Just as there is no rain in the abstract, there are no chairs in the abstract. There are highchairs and office-chairs, antique Victorian chairs, and uncomfortable modernist chairs. Each of our experiences with a chair is with a specific chair. Imagine now supplementing those sensorimotor experiences with a verbal label—“chair.” As “chair” is associated with various chairs, it becomes ever more strongly associated with properties most typical and diagnostic of chairs and dissociated from incidental features—those true of particular instances of chairs, but irrelevant to the category as a whole. A label like “chair” or “dog” can now activate a more categorical representation than is activated by seeing a chair or hearing a dog (Lupyan, 2008a, 2012, for a computational model). Using a label allows us to transcend—if temporarily—the concreteness of the real-world and to enter the world of abstractions.

To understand why abstraction is so important, think back to gathering coconuts. Every bit of the verbal instruction to climb a tree and gather some coconuts is an abstraction. How could such abstractions be communicated in the absence of language? Consider the difference between the linguistic expression and a pantomime of climbing, spinning, coconuts, etc. Not only do such pantomimes face the problem of distinguishing between similar-looking entities, but they necessarily depict particular types of climbing, a particular sized coconut, etc. In contrast, language allows the irrelevant details to be abstracted over (Lupyan, 2009). Our claim here is that language is not just a convenient way of achieving abstraction in communication, but rather that learning and using language is the primary means by which mental states are abstracted into such seemingly basic units as climb, tree, etc.

In addition to becoming a categorical cue, labels also become a highly effective cue for activating concepts in the absence of actual referents (indeed, arguably, most language refers to entities not currently in the speaker’s and listener’s environment). Just as we can use language to convey categorical information like “my favorite color is blue,” we can use language endogenously to activate and manipulate representations of spatially and temporally distant entities stripped away of task-irrelevant details. The more our
experience with a certain concept or domain is dominated by language use—both endogenous and exogenous—the more abstracted/categorical its representation may become.

5. Words, context, and compositionality

Word meanings (i.e., the mental states activated by words) are always interpreted within a context, both linguistic and non-linguistic. This means that it is difficult or even impossible to talk about invariant (“core”) meanings of words. For example, consider the word “banana.” One might imagine that the association between “banana” and the color yellow means that hearing “banana” activates, among other things, a perceptual representation of yellowness. And, in fact, reading the sentence “The bananas Mark bought looked ready to eat” appears to prime yellowness (Connell & Lynott, 2009). But it would be maladaptive for “banana” to activate yellowness in a reflexive way if only because bananas are not always yellow. And indeed, if a person instead reads that the bananas “were not ready to eat,” the priming effect disappears (Connell & Lynott, 2009). So, rather than viewing words as reflexively activating discrete bundles of features, it is more useful to think of words as inputs (cues) to a dynamic system that is always transitioning from one state to the next, the implication being that word meanings are intrinsically context-dependent (Casasanto & Lupyan, 2015; Elman, 2009).

The role of context becomes clearer when we move from single words (“spin,” “coconut”) to larger utterances and engage the problem of compositionality. How do we get a person who knows about spinning and coconuts to put these meanings together and spin the coconut? This problem is partially solved by grammar. Just as words are cues to external referents, a grammar, as learned by each language-user, provides a recipe for combining words into larger meanings. Even though a person may have never heard a given combination of words before—“spin the coconut”—the phrase is similar in its form to other, previously heard phrases (it can be classified as a transitive construction, for example, Goldberg, 2003). Such computations act to construct the appropriate sensorimotor representation (sometimes called simulation). Clearly, structure matters. The simulations formed when processing “You handed Andy the pizza” and “Andy handed you the pizza” are measurably different even though they contain the same words (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002). Combined, grammatical and pragmatic knowledge allow for flexible context-sensitive interpretation of words such that people can use language to program themselves or others to think and do things that are previously unknown, unthought, and unreal.

6. Implications for the evolution of language

We have argued that language is a powerful tool for programming the mind by helping to activate more abstract/categorical representations by affecting modal mental states. On this perspective, it becomes critical to view the evolution of language as not simply the
evolution of a communication system. After all, humans already have systems of acoustic and visual signals—postures, facial expressions, non-verbal vocalizations—that work just fine for other primates (Burling, 1993). The evolution of language, on this view, is seen as evolution of a control system for programming our own and other people’s minds.

The story, and it is just that, would go something like this: For reasons still poorly understood (but see Tomasello, 1999, 2008), humans diverged from other primates, becoming considerably more cooperative. This created a selective pressure on the emergence of a system to facilitate cooperation. Language is this system. As we have argued, language vastly simplifies teaching. By abstracting from task-irrelevant details (collapsing and discretizing the hypothesis space), language allows speakers and listeners to converge on task-relevant dimensions. Language promotes conceptual alignment by providing members of a community with a largely overlapping inventory of words promoting the learning of common categories. Via accumulation and transmission of knowledge across generations (facilitated by the linguistic encoding of continuous knowledge into a higher-fidelity categorical form), language promotes emergence of cultural institutions that depend on cooperation on ever larger scales (from tribe to villages and beyond).

There is an interesting corollary to this scenario. Although the evolutionary histories of other animals have evidently not led to the emergence of language, the control system aspects of language may be general enough to be used by other animals. There have been a number of attempts to teach aspects of language to bonobos (Savage-Rumbaugh, Shanker, & Taylor, 2001), a gray parrot (Pepperberg, 2013), and dogs (Griebel & Oller, 2012; Kaminski, Call, & Fischer, 2004; Pilley & Reid, 2011). It is often pointed out that these attempts were failures because they did not succeed in teaching other animals full-blown language. But what is much more interesting is that providing these animals with symbol-referent pairings absent from their usual environments appeared to augment their cognitive abilities in some of the same ways that language appears to augment the cognition of humans (e.g., Pepperberg & Carey, 2012; Thompson, Oden, & Boysen, 1997).

The finding that even gray parrots, animals rather distantly related to humans, can benefit from symbolic training suggests that many animals may have the cognitive capacities for learning aspects of natural languages (albeit simple ones). Still very little is known about the cognitive consequences of such learning. The absence of even simple languages among non-human animals may thus be more revealing about the particular circumstances in which language is adaptive (we put our bets on social factors such as cooperation) rather than special cognitive capacities unique to humans. Instead, the unique cognitive capacities of humans may emerge to a significant extent due to language and the cultural and educational institutions that language makes possible.

7. Conclusion

No training or programming will help human coconut-climbers leap from tree to tree like macaques. In contrast, while it takes but a couple words to invoke in a human the idea of collecting coconuts by twisting them off a tree, monkeys have to be trained step
by step using actual sensorimotor experience. Without the help of language-elicited abstractions, concepts like spin and tree, are difficult (perhaps impossible) to convey.

We have sketched out a view on which language is a critical tool for programming the mind. This idea is intellectually aligned with Clark’s view of language as a “computational transformer which allows pattern-completing brains to tackle otherwise intractable classes of cognitive problems” (Clark, 1998, p. 163) and resonates with Dennett’s idea of language as a “cognitive autostimulator” (Dennett, 1992, see also 1994).

Language, on this view, is not simply a communication system; it is a control system. With every word and larger construction we learn, we gain the ability to activate and reanimate mental content in systematic ways, allowing us to entertain concepts that could not cohere based on their perceptual features alone (e.g., EIGHTEEN) and to align conceptual representations with other members of a community even in the face of varied individual experiences. We can circumvent costly trial-and-error learning (Harlow, 1959) by following the instructions of others—an example of the benefit of “symbolic theft” over “sensorimotor toil” (Cangelosi, Greco, & Harnad, 2002). We can also tell ourselves what to do and simulate what it would be like to perform an action in different ways and then act with less uncertainty and less costly exploration of the solution space.

The evolutionary circumstances that led to the emergence of language may remain shrouded in mystery. But the idea of language as a tool for programming minds and the study of how language transforms mental representations is ripe for additional empirical investigation that will shed further light on the enduring puzzle of this human-defining trait.
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Notes

1. One might argue that the crux of social learning is not programmability, but imitation. Is it not enough to just model a behavior and have the learner attempt to do it—repeatedly—until the desired outcome is met? It is not. Although the ability to imitate may be a pre-requisite for much of the social learning we do (Tomasello, 1999), learning through imitation is error prone even under the best of conditions. Consider, for example, the rather slow and fragile imitative learning of nut-cracking in chimpanzees (Marshall-Pescini & Whiten, 2008).

2. The power of language to guide learning of such procedural skills should not be underestimated. When one of us (GL) was learning to fly a plane, he did something he should not have and the instructor, alarmed, asked, “What were you thinking?”
GL responded that he thought his action would have a certain positive outcome, thus revealing to the instructor an incorrect theory. The instructor was then able to correct this theory by explaining why the outcome would be different than GL had expected. Language-guided learning of complex skills may remain difficult, but without language, the diagnosis and correction of incorrect beliefs (theories) would be far slower and more difficult (or perhaps impossible).

3. While it is possible to provide *some* perceptual or functional basis on which members of categories like dog or knife cohere together, it is not possible to provide such a basis for all the instances of the category of eighteen.

4. We can conceive all sorts of things for which we lack names or linguistic expressions. But these unnamed concepts are more likely to be variable across and within individuals, and to be less stable than concepts for entities we do name, as described below.

5. Also relevant to this discussion is the literature on similarity-based and rule-based learning that has emphasized the relationship between language and rule-learning (e.g., Ashby & Maddox, 2005; Minda & Miles, 2010). All learning requires homing in on task-relevant dimensions. Rule-learning can be viewed as laying on one end of a continuum with purely similarity-based categories on one end, and formal rules on the other (Pothen, 2005; Sloutsky, 2010; Lupyan et al., 2012; Perry & Lupyan, 2014).

6. What about other unambiguous information like a dog bark as a cue to dogs? The critical difference between “dog” and a barking sound appears to lie in motivation. A dog’s bark varies in a lawful way with perceptual properties of the dog, for example, larger dogs produce lower pitched barks. The word “dog” also varies but unlike the bark, the exact form of the word is not motivated by perceptual details of the referent. We can tell a lot about the speaker by the way he or she says “dog” but not about the dog. This makes non-verbal cues like barking highly effective indices, but bad referential cues (Edmiston & Lupyan, 2013; under review).
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